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Abstract: This paper presents a proposed hardware implementation of Higher Throughput AntiCollision Algorithm (HTACA) for Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system. Our proposed
HTACA combines a pipeline and a deterministic anti-collision technique in order to enhance its
performances. These downlink and uplink operations are concurrently executed during the
identification process. The downlink operation is purposely pre-selected a group of tags base on its
Object Class. Therefore a packet format of the tag consists of an object class bits (OC) and an
Identification bits (ID). Meanwhile, the uplink operation is performed a Fast Detection anti-collision
technique. This technique is novel in terms of faster identification time by reducing the number of
iterations during the identification process. It also reads the ID at once regardless of its length. The
proposed system is designed using Verilog HDL. The system is simulated using Modelsim XE II and
synthesized using Xilinx Synthesis Technology (XST). The system has been successfully implemented
in hardware using Field Programmable Grid Array (FPGA) board model Virtex II Xc2v250. The
output waveforms from the FPGA have been tested on the Tektronix Logic Analyzer model TLA 5201
for real time verification. From the result, it shows that the proposed HTACA system enables to
identify the tags without error at the maximum operating frequency of 180 MHz. As a result, the
maximum throughput of this hardware implemented system is 180 Megatags sec−1.
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INTRODUCTION
READER

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system
consists of three main components, a reader, tags and
data management software as shown in Fig. 1. The
reader is to write instructions to and read data from the
tags by broadcasting the RF signals. The tags are to
store data or unique Identification (ID) numbers and are
basically attached to the objects to be identified.
There are two types of communication involve in
the RFID system. First, the Reader transmits data to the
tags (downlink) and the tags simultaneously receive
these transmitted data stream. This communication
process is called broadcasting. The second type of
communication is the tags transmit data simultaneously
to the reader (Uplink) and the reader will receive these
data streams by using multi-access procedure. This
procedure is called anti-collision techniques. In the
RFID systems, the Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
procedures are the largest group of anti-collision
procedures and a binary tree is one of the examples[1-4].
In the binary tree algorithm, the identification process
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Fig. 1: RFID system
will first search the smallest tag’s ID until the largest
one follows the Binary Tree sequence. Since this
algorithm is a deterministic anti-collision technique, the
reader will control the communication between the
Tags. Therefore enable production of tag with simple,
small, low cost and low power features. Meanwhile
from the work has been done using Matlab simulation,
it shows that there are two limitations of the Binary
Tree algorithm. Its identification time is dependent on
two parameters; the number of tags simultaneously
exists in the interrogation zone and the length of tag’s
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ID. If either one of these parameters is increased the
identification time will increase. This algorithm also
requires the tags to remember the previous instructions
from the reader during the communication process.
Pipeline technique is used to enhance the
synchronous system performance by increasing the
system throughput. In this technique, the system is
partitioned into a linear array of stages and each is
executed concurrently. In addition, the technique does
not affect the latency of the system, but it increases the
system throughput. Hence, the maximum throughput
occurs when the data are produced and consumed at the
same clock cycle[9].

instructions from the reader during the identification
process. In order to increase the throughput of the
primary FDACA system, the number of input/output
lines should be increased. But if the number of
input/output lines increases, the maximum data rates
will decrease and vice versa. Therefore, to increase the
number of lines per Read cycle without decreasing the
maximum data rate, two primary FDACA modules are
multiplexed to form 8 input/output lines. Hence, during
the identification process, the FDACA system will
identify eight tag’s IDs simultaneously in one Read
cycle. The FDACA will first identify the smallest ID
bits and finally the largest one follows the Binary Tree
sequences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

HTACA modules: The HTACA system consists of
two main modules; the Downlink and Uplink. Each of
these main modules consists of sub-modules. All of
these modules are synchronized to a system clock. The
HTACA system has been designed using Verilog HDL.
The system has also been synthesized using Xilinx
Synthesis Technology (XST).
The Downlink module consists of four sub
modules, Packet-generator, two Clock-divider, DetectOC-ID and Registers modules are shown in Fig. 2. The
Packet-generator module will randomly generate 255
different tags as shown in Table 1. Then the 255
different tags are fed into the Detect-OC-ID module,
eight tags simultaneously at every reselect clock cycle.
The Detect OC-ID module will detect the OC and the
ID of these tags. Then the respective IDs of these tags
are put into the specific registers according to its OC.
Therefore, the tags’ ID with the same OC value will be
grouped together in the same register. Finally, the
outputs of this subsystem are fed into the Uplink
subsystem. The output consist only the tags ID and
eight IDs are fed simultaneously at every Preselect
clock cycle. In this subsystem, all operations are
synchronized by the Preselect clock. The Preselect
clock is equal to eight times of the System clock cycle
or equal to one Read cycle.

The proposed HTACA system is divided into two
subsystems; downlink and uplink. Both of these
subsystems are executed concurrently using the pipeline
technique in order to increase the system throughput. In
addition, instruction pipelines are also applied to every
module in the subsystems. The maximum throughput of
the HTACA system is achieved when the throughput is
equal to the inverse of the identification time of the tag.
The first step in the tag identification process is the
reader need to preselect a group of tags from many
existing tags in the interrogation zone of the reader. In
the proposed HTACA, the downlink operation involves
preselect a group of tags base on its Object Class. The
tags with the same Object class will be grouped in the
same register. Therefore, the packet format of the tag
consists of the Object Class bits (OC) and the
Identification bits (ID). The example of these packets
are shown in Table 1 which consists of 3 bit OC and
their correspond 8 bit ID.
The uplink operation performs a Fast Detection
Anti-Collision Algorithm (FDACA) which bases on a
Binary Tree anti-collision algorithm. The proposed
primary FDACA is novel in terms of faster
identification time by reducing the number of iterations
needed to identify one tag. The powered tags are
divided into a group of four for every read cycle in
order to reduce the number of iterations during the
identification process. In addition, the identification
time of the proposed primary FDACA does not depend
on the length of the tag’s ID. Instead of sending and
receiving the ID bit by bit, the FDACA will read all the
ID bits at once regardless of its length. This is
performed by using the word-by-word multiplexing or
byte interleaving. Meanwhile, this algorithm also does
not require the tags to remember the previous

Table 1: Example of packet format for the tags
Object Class bits
Identification bits (Hex)
0
A0 until BF
1
EO until FF
2
60 until 7F
3
00 until 1F
4
40 until 5F
5
C0 until DF
6
20 until 3F
7
80 until 9F
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Simulation output: Verilog HDL codes for the
HTACA modules have been successfully simulated and
verified using ModelSim XE II/Starter 5.7g tool. Every
HTACA module has been tested on its individual
testbench. These modules have also been simulated and
verified at each level of simulation categories. The
following will discuss the output waveforms from the
Behavioral simulation for the selected modules of the
HTACA system.
Figure 4 shows the generated tags inside the
Packet-generator module. These tags are loaded into the
Detect-OC-ID module, eight tags for every Preselect
clock cycle. For example at the first Preselect clock
cycle, the tags 27616, 5D216, 45F16, 0B216, 63116, 1F116,
79F16 and 31816 are loaded into the Detect-OC-ID
module.
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Fig. 2: Modules of downlink system
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Fig. 3: Modules of uplink system
The Uplink modules are explained in detail as
in[10]. This module consists of five submodules, two
Fast-search, Read-tag, Clock-divider and Selectgenerator modules are shown in Fig. 3. The Fast-search
module is a heart of the Uplink subsystem. It is based
on the TDM operation. In this module the tags’ ID will
be manipulated in such a way that there is no collision
between them. For every cycle of the tag clock, the
search process will start by loading the four tag’s IDs
into four arrays of register. Then the comparators will
compare these tag’s IDs. This search process is
performed by two ICs which use the conditional
statements (if-else) for the left and the right branches of
the tree respectively. The four identified tag’s IDs are
loaded simultaneously into the output registers at the
negative edge of the Tag clock. All these loading
processes are through the high speed multiplexing line.
The operations are also synchronized by the Tag clock
which is equal to four times of the system clock. Two
Fast-search modules are multiplexed to form 8
input/output lines in order to increase the Uplink
throughput. The Read-tag Module will display the eight
identified tags from the Fast-search module serially,
one tag for every cycle of system clock start from the
smallest tag’s ID until the largest one. As a result, eight
tag’s IDs will be displayed in one Read cycle.

Fig. 4: Outputs of the packets generator

Fig. 5: Outputs from downlink module
In Detect-OC-ID module, the tags’ ID will be put
into the specific register according to its OC value. ID
with smallest OC value will be put on the first register,
follow by the ID with the smaller OC value and finally
ID with the largest OC value will be put on the last
register. For example, for the input as marked by a
circle in Fig. 4 will be arranged as B216, F116, 7616, 1816,
138
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5F16, D216, 3116 and 9F16 are marked by a circle in Fig.
5. Therefore, the tags’ ID with the same OC will be
grouped in the same register. These IDs will be fed into
the Uplink module; eight IDs are simultaneously fed at
every Preselect clock cycle.

Hardware Output: A development of anti-collision
algorithm in hardware is to achieve the high
performance features such as area, latency, cycle time
and throughput. Hence, the Higher Throughput AntiCollision Algorithm (HTACA) system has been
implemented in hardware using FPGA model Virtex II
Xc2v250. The output waveforms from the FPGA have
been displayed using the Tektronix Logic Analyzer
model TLA 5201 for real time verification. From the
results, it shows that the HTACA can still identify the
tags at the operating frequency of 180 MHz without
errors.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Output of two multiplexed fast-search modules.
(a): 1st Fast-search module, (b): 2nd Fast-search
module
T

Fig. 8: 60 MHz output waveform

Fig. 7: Output of read-tag module
The output data from the Downlink subsystem will
be divided into two, four input data will go to the First
Fast-search and another four will go to the second Fastsearch module. Figure 6a shows the output data of the
first Fast-search module. For example the identified
tags of the first Tag clock cycle are 1816, 7616, B216 and
F116 is marked by a circle. Meanwhile, Fig. 6b shows
the output data of the second Fast-search module. In
this module the identified tags at the first Tag clock
cycle are 3116, 5F16, 9F16 and D216 is marked by a circle.
Figure 7 shows the output data of the Read-tag
Module which display the tag’s IDs serially. For every
Read cycle eight tags are identified which equal to one
tag for every System clock cycle. For example, for the
first selected group of the tags as shown in Fig. 4, the
tags are identified as 1816, 3116, 5F16, 7616, 9F16, B216,
D216 and F116 is marked by a circle.

Fig. 9: 180 MHz output waveform
Figure 8 shows the tag’s IDs have been verified
using Logic Analyzer for operating frequency of
60 MHz. From the output, it shows that the
identification time (T) of the tag is equal to one System
clock cycle as displayed by the Delta Time. For one
Read cycle, eight tags have been identified from the
smallest ID to the largest ID value. For example for the
Read cycle as marked by a circle, the identified tags are
1416, 1E16, 3016, 3C16, 4816, 5416, 8616 and 9216
accordingly.
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Figure 9 shows at 180 MHz, the HTACA system
still enables to identify the tag’s IDs correctly at every
Read cycle. For examples for the first Read cycle, the
identified tags are 0216, 0916, 0C16, 1216, 1816, 1E16, 2416
and 2A16 are marked by a circle. For the second Read
cycle, the identified tags are 0316, 0C16, 1016, 1816, 2016,
2816, 3016 and 3816 etc. As a result, the maximum
operating frequency of the HTACA is 180 MHz which
equal to the maximum frequency of the used FPGA
model. Therefore, by using FPGA with higher
frequency, the maximum operating frequency should
more than 180 MHz. Eventhough the clock waveform
cannot be displayed in this frequency, the operating
frequency of the system can be verified by using the ID
duration. As shown in Fig. 8, the ID duration is equal to
one cycle (period) of the system clock. Therefore, the
identification time (T) of the tag is 5.52 ns as displayed
by the Delta Time.
From the Behavioral simulation result, it shows
that the time to load the eight tags into the Preselect
module is equal to eight cycles of the System clock.
Hence one tag is loaded at every system clock cycle. As
a result, the duration to load one tag into the HTACA
system is the same with the duration to output the tag
from the HTACA system. This duration is equal to one
System clock cycle which also equal to the tag
identification time (T). From the real verification
results, it shows that the maximum operating frequency
of the HTACA system is 180 MHz. Therefore, the tag
identification time (T) is equal to 5.5 ns. Meanwhile,
the maximum throughput of the HTACA system is
equal to inverse of the tag identification time. As a
result, the maximum throughput of the HTACA system
is 180 Megatags sec−1 and is also known as maximum
identification rate.
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